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As we gather around the table this Thanksgiving there’s one thing to be grateful for: FHA’s most 
recent report to Congress showing a showing significant improvement in the federally-insured 
reverse mortgage’s economic value. This year’s valuation of the program reflects the fluid 
nature of assigning an economic value to the program being heavily influenced by larger 
market forces. These disparate valuations have drawn the attention of lawmakers since the 
HECM was moved to the Federal Housing Administration’s Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund in 
2009.


Beyond the improvements reflected in the report there’s a recurring subtext in the comments 
coming from the Federal Housing Administration. It is this: now is the time for the industry to 
expand its private loan offerings and reduce our near total dependence on the government 
backed Home Equity Conversion Mortgage. To paraphrase FHA Commissioner Brian 
Montgomery’s comments at NRMLA’s annual meeting as reported by Reverse Mortgage Daily 
‘FHA must ensure that the HECM market is not overwhelmingly shouldered by the federal 
government’.  
 
While the HECM’s financial footing may have improved some significant changes lie ahead. 
“We’ve seen the improvements [in the HECM program] over the past year, and we know that it 
is not enough, It is not self-sustaining, and while the state of the economy is important to the 
improvement, the time to fix the roof is when the sun is shining”, said FHA Commissioner Brian 
Montgomery during his keynote speech at NRMLA’s annual meeting in Nashville. Indeed it is 
much easier to apply thoughtful and deliberate reforms without a deluge of problems that 
come with an economic downturn. One of the most significant reforms is the proposal to 
remove the HECM from FHA’s overall insurance fund which backs traditional mortgages.  
 
A recurring phrase since Montgomery took the helm at the FHA are references to ‘structural 
changes’ needed for the HECM. The authority granted to FHA to enact changes by mortgagee 
letter as part of the Reverse Mortgage Stabilization Act of 2013 allows the agency to respond 
promptly to market changes and portfolio valuations.  
 
Since his confirmation in May 2018 FHA Commissioner Montgomery has shown a high level of 
engagement with industry participants and moderation in enacting HECM reforms. He has also 
pointed to the need for significant reforms ‘on the back end’ of the program related to servicing 
of terminated loans. Some have expressed the need to expedite the transfer of properties to 
the heirs and selling properties promptly that are in HUD’s inventory. Improvements which 
would significantly reduce future claims against FHA’s fund. All things considered, we are 
fortunate to have a leader who appreciates the value of the HECM while being a good steward 
of the taxpayers money.


What will future risk-management look like for the HECM? The answer may be found in both  
the industry and government’s response: the continued expansion of private reverse mortgage 
offerings, and continued reforms to reduce the financial risks from future loans.
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